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Structure and Interpretation of
Computer Programs
Mit Press Designed for the introductory computer science subject at MIT, this book
presents a unique conceptual introduction to programming that should make it
required reading for every computer scientist. The authors' main concern is to give
their readers command of the major techniques used to control the complexity of
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large software systems: building abstractions, establishing conventional interfaces,
and establishing new descriptive languages. Structure and Interpretation of
Computer Programs covers a wide range of material, from simple numerical
programs, through symbol manipulation, logic programming, interpretation, and
compilation. Main sections of the book are: Building Abstractions with Procedures;
Building Abstractions with Data; Modularity, Objects, and State, Meta-Linguistic
Abstraction; and Computing with Register Machines. Each chapter includes
numerous exercises and programming projects. As a programming language, the
book uses Scheme, a modern dialect of LISP, which incorporates block structure and
lexical scoping. This book inaugurates the MIT Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science series, copublished with McGraw Hill.

Lectures on Runtime Veriﬁcation
Introductory and Advanced Topics
Springer The idea of this volume originated from the need to have a book for
students to support their training with several tutorials on diﬀerent aspects of RV.
The volume has been organized into seven chapters and the topics covered include
an introduction on runtime veriﬁcation, dynamic analysis of concurrency errors,
monitoring events that carry data, runtime error reaction and prevention, monitoring
of cyber-physical systems, runtime veriﬁcation for decentralized and distributed
systems and an industrial application of runtime veriﬁcation techniques in ﬁnancial
transaction systems.

Introduction to Cryptography
Principles and Applications
Springer The ﬁrst part of this book covers the key concepts of cryptography on an
undergraduate level, from encryption and digital signatures to cryptographic
protocols. Essential techniques are demonstrated in protocols for key exchange, user
identiﬁcation, electronic elections and digital cash. In the second part, more
advanced topics are addressed, such as the bit security of one-way functions and
computationally perfect pseudorandom bit generators. The security of cryptographic
schemes is a central topic. Typical examples of provably secure encryption and
signature schemes and their security proofs are given. Though particular attention is
given to the mathematical foundations, no special background in mathematics is
presumed. The necessary algebra, number theory and probability theory are
included in the appendix. Each chapter closes with a collection of exercises. In the
second edition the authors added a complete description of the AES, an extended
section on cryptographic hash functions, and new sections on random oracle proofs
and public-key encryption schemes that are provably secure against adaptivelychosen-ciphertext attacks. The third edition is a further substantive extension, with
new topics added, including: elliptic curve cryptography; Paillier encryption;
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quantum cryptography; the new SHA-3 standard for cryptographic hash functions; a
considerably extended section on electronic elections and Internet voting; mix nets;
and zero-knowledge proofs of shuﬄes. The book is appropriate for undergraduate
and graduate students in computer science, mathematics, and engineering.

Things a Computer Scientist Rarely
Talks about
Stanford Univ Center for the Study How does a computer scientist understand
inﬁnity? What can probability theory teach us about free will? Can mathematical
notions be used to enhance one's personal understanding of the Bible? Perhaps no
one is more qualiﬁed to address these questions than Donald E. Knuth, whose
massive contributions to computing have led others to nickname him "The Father of
Computer Science"—and whose religious faith led him to understand a fascinating
analysis of the Bible called the 3:16 project. In this series of six spirited, informal
lectures, Knuth explores the relationships between his vocation and his faith,
revealing the unique perspective that his work with computing has lent to his
understanding of God. His starting point is the 3:16 project, an application of
mathematical "random sampling" to the books of the Bible. The ﬁrst lectures tell the
story of the project's conception and execution, exploring its many dimensions of
language translation, aesthetics, and theological history. Along the way, Knuth
explains the many insights he gained from such interdisciplinary work. These
theological musings culminate in a surprising ﬁnal lecture tackling the ideas of
inﬁnity, free will, and some of the other big questions that lie at the juncture of
theology and computation. Things a Computer Scientist Rarely Talks About, with its
charming and user-friendly format—each lecture ends with a question and answer
exchange, and the book itself contains more than 100 illustrations—is a readable
and intriguing approach to a crucial topic, certain to edify both those who are serious
and curious about their faiths and those who look at the science of computation and
wonder what it might teach them about their spiritual world. Includes "Creativity,
Spirituality, and Computer Science," a panel discussion featuring Harry Lewis, Guy L.
Steele, Jr., Manuela Veloso, Donald E. Knuth, and Mitch Kapor.

Theories of Programming
The Life and Works of Tony Hoare
Morgan & Claypool Sir Tony Hoare has had an enormous inﬂuence on computer
science, from the Quicksort algorithm to the science of software development,
concurrency and program veriﬁcation. His contributions have been widely
recognised: He was awarded the ACM’s Turing Award in 1980, the Kyoto Prize from
the Inamori Foundation in 2000, and was knighted for “services to education and
computer science” by Queen Elizabeth II of England in 2000. This book presents the
essence of his various works—the quest for eﬀective abstractions—both in his own
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words as well as chapters written by leading experts in the ﬁeld, including many of
his research collaborators. In addition, this volume contains biographical material,
his Turing award lecture, the transcript of an interview and some of his seminal
papers. Hoare’s foundational paper “An Axiomatic Basis for Computer
Programming”, presented his approach, commonly known as Hoare Logic, for
proving the correctness of programs by using logical assertions. Hoare Logic and
subsequent developments have formed the basis of a wide variety of software
veriﬁcation eﬀorts. Hoare was instrumental in proposing the Veriﬁed Software
Initiative, a cooperative international project directed at the scientiﬁc challenges of
large-scale software veriﬁcation, encompassing theories, tools and experiments.
Tony Hoare’s contributions to the theory and practice of concurrent software
systems are equally impressive. The process algebra called Communicating
Sequential Processes (CSP) has been one of the fundamental paradigms, both as a
mathematical theory to reason about concurrent computation as well as the basis for
the programming language occam. CSP served as a framework for exploring several
ideas in denotational semantics such as powerdomains, as well as notions of
abstraction and reﬁnement. It is the basis for a series of industrial-strength tools
which have been employed in a wide range of applications. This book also presents
Hoare’s work in the last few decades. These works include a rigorous approach to
speciﬁcations in software engineering practice, including procedural and data
abstractions, data reﬁnement, and a modular theory of designs. More recently, he
has worked with collaborators to develop Unifying Theories of Programming (UTP).
Their goal is to identify the common algebraic theories that lie at the core of
sequential, concurrent, reactive and cyber-physical computations.

Reasoning Web
Second International Summer
School 2006, Lisbon, Portugal,
September 4-8, 2006, Tutorial
Lectures
Springer This book presents thoroughly arranged tutorial papers corresponding to
lectures given by leading researchers at the Second International Summer School on
Reasoning Web in Lisbon, Portugal, in September 2006. Building on the predessor
school held in 2005 and published as LNCS 3564, the ten tutorial lectures presented
provide competent coverage of current topics in semantic Web research and
development.
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The Human-Computer Interaction
Handbook
Fundamentals, Evolving
Technologies and Emerging
Applications, Second Edition
CRC Press This second edition of The Human-Computer Interaction Handbook
provides an updated, comprehensive overview of the most important research in the
ﬁeld, including insights that are directly applicable throughout the process of
developing eﬀective interactive information technologies. It features cutting-edge
advances to the scientiﬁc

Foundations of Software Science
and Computation Structures
23rd International Conference,
FOSSACS 2020, Held as Part of the
European Joint Conferences on
Theory and Practice of Software,
ETAPS 2020, Dublin, Ireland, April
25–30, 2020, Proceedings
Springer Nature This open access book constitutes the proceedings of the 23rd
International Conference on Foundations of Software Science and Computational
Structures, FOSSACS 2020, which took place in Dublin, Ireland, in April 2020, and
was held as Part of the European Joint Conferences on Theory and Practice of
Software, ETAPS 2020. The 31 regular papers presented in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 98 submissions. The papers cover topics such
as categorical models and logics; language theory, automata, and games; modal,
spatial, and temporal logics; type theory and proof theory; concurrency theory and
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process calculi; rewriting theory; semantics of programming languages; program
analysis, correctness, transformation, and veriﬁcation; logics of programming;
software speciﬁcation and reﬁnement; models of concurrent, reactive, stochastic,
distributed, hybrid, and mobile systems; emerging models of computation; logical
aspects of computational complexity; models of software security; and logical
foundations of data bases.

Digital and Image Geometry
Advanced Lectures
Springer Science & Business Media Images or discrete objects, to be analyzed based
on digital image data, need to be represented, analyzed, transformed, recovered etc.
These problems have stimulated many interesting developments in theoretical
foundations of image processing. This coherent anthology presents 27 state-of-theart surveys and research papers on digital image geometry and topology. It is based
on a winter school held at Dagstuhl Castle, Germany in December 2000 and oﬀers
topical sections on topology, representation, geometry, multigrid convergence, and
shape similarity and simpliﬁcation.

Protocols for Authentication and
Key Establishment
Springer Nature This book is the most comprehensive and integrated treatment of
the protocols required for authentication and key establishment. In a clear, uniform
presentation the authors classify most protocols in terms of their properties and
resource requirements, and describe all the main attack types, so the reader can
quickly evaluate protocols for particular applications. In this edition the authors
introduced new chapters and updated the text throughout in response to new
developments and updated standards. The ﬁrst chapter, an introduction to
authentication and key establishment, provides the necessary background on
cryptography, attack scenarios, and protocol goals. A new chapter, computational
security models, describes computational models for key exchange and
authentication and will help readers understand what a computational proof provides
and how to compare the diﬀerent computational models in use. In the subsequent
chapters the authors explain protocols that use shared key cryptography,
authentication and key transport using public key cryptography, key agreement
protocols, the Transport Layer Security protocol, identity-based key agreement,
password-based protocols, and group key establishment. The book is a suitable
graduate-level introduction, and a reference and overview for researchers and
practitioners with 225 concrete protocols described. In the appendices the authors
list and summarize the relevant standards, linking them to the main book text when
appropriate, and they oﬀer a short tutorial on how to build a key establishment
protocol. The book also includes a list of protocols, a list of attacks, a summary of the
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notation used in the book, general and protocol indexes, and an extensive
bibliography.

Information Retrieval Evaluation in
a Changing World
Lessons Learned from 20 Years of
CLEF
Springer This volume celebrates the twentieth anniversary of CLEF - the CrossLanguage Evaluation Forum for the ﬁrst ten years, and the Conference and Labs of
the Evaluation Forum since – and traces its evolution over these ﬁrst two decades.
CLEF’s main mission is to promote research, innovation and development of
information retrieval (IR) systems by anticipating trends in information management
in order to stimulate advances in the ﬁeld of IR system experimentation and
evaluation. The book is divided into six parts. Parts I and II provide background and
context, with the ﬁrst part explaining what is meant by experimental evaluation and
the underlying theory, and describing how this has been interpreted in CLEF and in
other internationally recognized evaluation initiatives. Part II presents research
architectures and infrastructures that have been developed to manage experimental
data and to provide evaluation services in CLEF and elsewhere. Parts III, IV and V
represent the core of the book, presenting some of the most signiﬁcant evaluation
activities in CLEF, ranging from the early multilingual text processing exercises to
the later, more sophisticated experiments on multimodal collections in diverse
genres and media. In all cases, the focus is not only on describing “what has been
achieved”, but above all on “what has been learnt”. The ﬁnal part examines the
impact CLEF has had on the research world and discusses current and future
challenges, both academic and industrial, including the relevance of IR
benchmarking in industrial settings. Mainly intended for researchers in academia and
industry, it also oﬀers useful insights and tips for practitioners in industry working on
the evaluation and performance issues of IR tools, and graduate students
specializing in information retrieval.

Formal Methods and Software
Engineering
8th International Conference on
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Formal Engineering Methods, ICFEM
2006, Macao, China, November 1-3,
2006, Proceedings
Springer This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International
Conference on Formal Engineering Methods, ICFEM 2006, held in Macao, China, in
November 2006. The 38 revised full papers presented together with three keynote
talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 108 submissions. The papers
address all current issues in formal methods and their applications in software
engineering.

Modern Discrete Mathematics and
Analysis
With Applications in Cryptography,
Information Systems and Modeling
Springer A variety of modern research in analysis and discrete mathematics is
provided in this book along with applications in cryptographic methods and
information security, in order to explore new techniques, methods, and problems for
further investigation. Distinguished researchers and scientists in analysis and
discrete mathematics present their research. Graduate students, scientists and
engineers, interested in a broad spectrum of current theories, methods, and
applications in interdisciplinary ﬁelds will ﬁnd this book invaluable.

Principled Software Development
Essays Dedicated to Arnd PoetzschHeﬀter on the Occasion of his 60th
Birthday
Springer This book presents a collection of research papers that address the
challenge of how to develop software in a principled way that, in particular, enables
reasoning. The individual papers approach this challenge from various perspectives
including programming languages, program veriﬁcation, and the systematic
variation of software. Topics covered include programming abstractions for
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concurrent and distributed software, speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation techniques for
imperative programs, and development techniques for software product lines. With
this book the editors and authors wish to acknowledge – on the occasion of his 60th
birthday – the work of Arnd Poetzsch-Heﬀter, who has made major contributions to
software technology throughout his career. It features articles on Arnd’s broad
research interests including, among others, the implementation of programming
languages, formal semantics, speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of object-oriented and
concurrent programs, programming language design, distributed systems, software
modeling, and software product lines. All contributing authors are leading experts in
programming languages and software engineering who have collaborated with Arnd
in the course of his career. Overall, the book oﬀers a collection of high-quality
articles, presenting original research results, major case studies, and inspiring
visions. Some of the work included here was presented at a symposium in honor of
Arnd Poetzsch-Heﬀter, held in Kaiserslautern, Germany, in November 2018.

Machine Learning and Its
Applications
Advanced Lectures
Springer Science & Business Media In recent years machine learning has made its
way from artiﬁcial intelligence into areas of administration, commerce, and industry.
Data mining is perhaps the most widely known demonstration of this migration,
complemented by less publicized applications of machine learning like adaptive
systems in industry, ﬁnancial prediction, medical diagnosis and the construction of
user proﬁles for Web browsers. This book presents the capabilities of machine
learning methods and ideas on how these methods could be used to solve real-world
problems. The ﬁrst ten chapters assess the current state of the art of machine
learning, from symbolic concept learning and conceptual clustering to case-based
reasoning, neural networks, and genetic algorithms. The second part introduces the
reader to innovative applications of ML techniques in ﬁelds such as data mining,
knowledge discovery, human language technology, user modeling, data analysis,
discovery science, agent technology, ﬁnance, etc.

Cryptography
Theory and Practice, Fourth Edition
CRC Press Through three editions, Cryptography: Theory and Practice, has been
embraced by instructors and students alike. It oﬀers a comprehensive primer for the
subject’s fundamentals while presenting the most current advances in cryptography.
The authors oﬀer comprehensive, in-depth treatment of the methods and protocols
that are vital to safeguarding the seemingly inﬁnite and increasing amount of
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information circulating around the world.

Principles of Mathematics in
Operations Research
Springer Science & Business Media This book is a comprehensive survey of the
mathematical concepts and principles of industrial mathematics. Its purpose is to
provide students and professionals with an understanding of the fundamental
mathematical principles used in Industrial Mathematics/OR in modeling problems
and application solutions. All the concepts presented in each chapter have
undergone the learning scrutiny of the author and his students. The illustrative
material throughout the book was reﬁned for student comprehension as the
manuscript developed through its iterations, and the chapter exercises are reﬁned
from the previous year's exercises.

Lectures On Computation
Perseus Books Covering the theory of computation, information and
communications, the physical aspects of computation, and the physical limits of
computers, this text is based on the notes taken by one of its editors, Tony Hey, on a
lecture course on computation given b

Martin Davis on Computability,
Computational Logic, and
Mathematical Foundations
Springer This book presents a set of historical recollections on the work of Martin
Davis and his role in advancing our understanding of the connections between logic,
computing, and unsolvability. The individual contributions touch on most of the core
aspects of Davis’ work and set it in a contemporary context. They analyse, discuss
and develop many of the ideas and concepts that Davis put forward, including such
issues as contemporary satisﬁability solvers, essential uniﬁcation, quantum
computing and generalisations of Hilbert’s tenth problem. The book starts out with a
scientiﬁc autobiography by Davis, and ends with his responses to comments
included in the contributions. In addition, it includes two previously unpublished
original historical papers in which Davis and Putnam investigate the decidable and
the undecidable side of Logic, as well as a full bibliography of Davis’ work. As a
whole, this book shows how Davis’ scientiﬁc work lies at the intersection of
computability, theoretical computer science, foundations of mathematics, and
philosophy, and draws its unifying vision from his deep involvement in Logic.
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Mathematics for Computer Science
This book covers elementary discrete mathematics for computer science and
engineering. It emphasizes mathematical deﬁnitions and proofs as well as applicable
methods. Topics include formal logic notation, proof methods; induction, wellordering; sets, relations; elementary graph theory; integer congruences; asymptotic
notation and growth of functions; permutations and combinations, counting
principles; discrete probability. Further selected topics may also be covered, such as
recursive deﬁnition and structural induction; state machines and invariants;
recurrences; generating functions.

Principles of Digital Communication
Cambridge University Press The renowned communications theorist Robert Gallager
brings his lucid writing style to the study of the fundamental system aspects of
digital communication for a one-semester course for graduate students. With the
clarity and insight that have characterized his teaching and earlier textbooks, he
develops a simple framework and then combines this with careful proofs to help the
reader understand modern systems and simpliﬁed models in an intuitive yet precise
way. A strong narrative and links between theory and practice reinforce this concise,
practical presentation. The book begins with data compression for arbitrary sources.
Gallager then describes how to modulate the resulting binary data for transmission
over wires, cables, optical ﬁbers, and wireless channels. Analysis and intuitive
interpretations are developed for channel noise models, followed by coverage of the
principles of detection, coding, and decoding. The various concepts covered are
brought together in a description of wireless communication, using CDMA as a case
study.

Computer Architecture
Fundamentals and Principles of
Computer Design
CRC Press Future computing professionals must become familiar with historical
computer architectures because many of the same or similar techniques are still
being used and may persist well into the future. Computer Architecture:
Fundamentals and Principles of Computer Design discusses the fundamental
principles of computer design and performance enhancement that have proven
eﬀective and demonstrates how current trends in architecture and implementation
rely on these principles while expanding upon them or applying them in new ways.
Rather than focusing on a particular type of machine, this textbook explains
concepts and techniques via examples drawn from various architectures and
implementations. When necessary, the author creates simpliﬁed examples that
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clearly explain architectural and implementation features used across many
computing platforms. Following an introduction that discusses the diﬀerence
between architecture and implementation and how they relate, the next four
chapters cover the architecture of traditional, single-processor systems that are still,
after 60 years, the most widely used computing machines. The ﬁnal two chapters
explore approaches to adopt when single-processor systems do not reach desired
levels of performance or are not suited for intended applications. Topics include
parallel systems, major classiﬁcations of architectures, and characteristics of
unconventional systems of the past, present, and future. This textbook provides
students with a thorough grounding in what constitutes high performance and how
to measure it, as well as a full familiarity in the fundamentals needed to make
systems perform better. This knowledge enables them to understand and evaluate
the many new systems they will encounter throughout their professional careers.

Advances in Computers
Academic Press Since its ﬁrst volume in 1960, Advances in Computers has presented
detailed coverage of innovations in computer hardware, software, theory, design,
and applications. It has also provided contributors with a medium in which they can
explore their subjects in greater depth and breadth than journal articles usually
allow. As a result, many articles have become standard references that continue to
be of sugniﬁcant, lasting value in this rapidly expanding ﬁeld. In-depth surveys and
tutorials on new computer technology Well-known authors and researchers in the
ﬁeld Extensive bibliographies with most chapters Many of the volumes are devoted
to single themes or subﬁelds of computer science

Automated Low-Altitude Air
Delivery
Towards Autonomous Cargo
Transportation with Drones
Springer Nature

Handbook of Information Security,
Threats, Vulnerabilities, Prevention,
Detection, and Management
John Wiley & Sons The Handbook of Information Security is a deﬁnitive 3-volume
handbook that oﬀers coverage of both established and cutting-edge theories and
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developments on information and computer security. The text contains 180 articles
from over 200 leading experts, providing the benchmark resource for information
security, network security, information privacy, and information warfare.

Foundations of Security Analysis
and Design III
FOSAD 2004/2005 Tutorial Lectures
Springer The increasing relevance of security to real-life applications, such as
electronic commerce and Internet banking, is attested by the fast-growing number of
- search groups, events, conferences, and summer schools that address the study of
foundations for the analysis and the design of security aspects. The “Int- national
School on Foundations of Security Analysis and Design” (FOSAD, see
http://www.sti.uniurb.it/events/fosad/)has been one of the foremost events tablishedwiththegoalofdisseminatingknowledgeinthiscriticalarea,especially for young
researchers approaching the ?eld and graduate students coming from less-favoured
and non-leading countries. The FOSAD school is held annually at the Residential
Centre of Bertinoro (http://www.ceub.it/), in the fascinating setting of a former
convent and ep- copal fortress that has been transformed into a modern conference
facility with computing services and Internet access. Since the ?rst school, in 2000,
FOSAD hasattractedmorethan250participantsand50lecturersfromallovertheworld. A
collection of tutorial lectures from FOSAD 2000 was published in Springer’s LNCS
volume 2171. Some of the tutorials given at the two successive schools (FOSAD
2001 and 2002) are gathered in a second volume, LNCS 2946. To c- tinue this
tradition, the present volume collects a set of tutorials fromthe fourth FOSAD, held in
2004, and from FOSAD 2005.

Modern Business Process
Automation
YAWL and its Support Environment
Springer Science & Business Media The ?eld of Business Process Management (BPM)
is marred by a seemingly e- less sequence of (proposed) industry standards.
Contrary to other ?elds (e.g., civil or electronic engineering), these standards are not
the result of a widely supported consolidationofwell-understoodandwellestablishedconceptsandpractices.Inthe BPM domain, it is frequently the case that
BPM vendors opportunistically become involved in the creation of proposed
standards to exert or maintain their in?uence and interests in the ?eld. Despite the
initial fervor associated with such standardi- tion activities, it is no less frequent that
vendors either choose to drop their support for standards that they earlier
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championed on an opportunistic basis or elect only to partially support them in their
commercial oﬀerings. Moreover, the results of the standardization processes
themselves are a concern. BPM standards tend to deal with complex concepts, yet
they are never properly de?ned and all-too-often not informed by established
research. The result is a plethoraof languagesand tools, with no consensuson
conceptsand their implem- tation. They also fail to provide clear direction in the way
in which BPM standards should evolve. One can also observe a dichotomy between
the “business” side of BPM and its “technical” side. While it is clear that the
application of BPM will fail if not placed in a proper business context, it is equally
clear that its application will go nowhere if it remains merely a motivational exercise
with schemas of business processes hanging on the wall gathering dust.

Social Modeling for Requirements
Engineering
MIT Press This book describes a modeling approach (called the i* framework) that
conceives of software-based information systems as being situated in environments
in which social actors relate to each other in terms of goals to be achieved, tasks to
be performed, and resources to be furnished.

Theorem Proving in Higher Order
Logics
15th International Conference,
TPHOLs 2002, Hampton, VA, USA,
August 20-23, 2002. Proceedings
Springer This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th International
Conference on Theorem Proving in Higher Order Logics, TPHOLs 2002, held in
Hampton, VA, USA in August 2002.The 20 revised full papers presented together
with 2 invited contributions were carefully reviewed and selected from 34
submissions. All current issues in HOL theorem proving and formal veriﬁcation of
software and hardware systems are addressed. Among the HOL theorem proving
systems evaluated are Isabelle/HOL, Isabelle/Isar, and Coq.

Process Algebras for Petri Nets
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The Alphabetization of Distributed
Systems
Springer This book deals with the problem of ﬁnding suitable languages that can
represent speciﬁc classes of Petri nets, the most studied and widely accepted model
for distributed systems. Hence, the contribution of this book amounts to the
alphabetization of some classes of distributed systems. The book also suggests the
need for a generalization of Turing computability theory. It is important for graduate
students and researchers engaged with the concurrent semantics of distributed
communicating systems. The author assumes some prior knowledge of formal
languages and theoretical computer science.

Computer Systems and Software
Engineering: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools,
and Applications
IGI Global Professionals in the interdisciplinary ﬁeld of computer science focus on the
design, operation, and maintenance of computational systems and software.
Methodologies and tools of engineering are utilized alongside computer applications
to develop eﬃcient and precise information databases. Computer Systems and
Software Engineering: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a
comprehensive reference source for the latest scholarly material on trends,
techniques, and uses of various technology applications and examines the beneﬁts
and challenges of these computational developments. Highlighting a range of
pertinent topics such as utility computing, computer security, and information
systems applications, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for academicians,
researchers, students, web designers, software developers, and practitioners
interested in computer systems and software engineering.

Cryptographic Engineering
Springer Science & Business Media This book is for engineers and researchers
working in the embedded hardware industry. This book addresses the design aspects
of cryptographic hardware and embedded software. The authors provide tutorial-
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type material for professional engineers and computer information specialists.

Advanced Lectures on Machine
Learning
ML Summer Schools 2003,
Canberra, Australia, February 2-14,
2003, Tübingen, Germany, August
4-16, 2003, Revised Lectures
Springer Machine Learning has become a key enabling technology for many
engineering applications, investigating scientiﬁc questions and theoretical problems
alike. To stimulate discussions and to disseminate new results, a summer school
series was started in February 2002, the documentation of which is published as
LNAI 2600. This book presents revised lectures of two subsequent summer schools
held in 2003 in Canberra, Australia, and in Tübingen, Germany. The tutorial lectures
included are devoted to statistical learning theory, unsupervised learning, Bayesian
inference, and applications in pattern recognition; they provide in-depth overviews of
exciting new developments and contain a large number of references. Graduate
students, lecturers, researchers and professionals alike will ﬁnd this book a useful
resource in learning and teaching machine learning.

On the Move to Meaningful Internet
Systems 2004: OTM 2004
Workshops
OTM Confederated International
Workshops and Posters, GADA,
JTRES, MIOS, WORM, WOSE, PhDS,
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and INTEROP 2004, Agia Napa,
Cyprus, October 25-29, 2004.
Proceedings
Springer Science & Business Media This book constitutes the joint refereed
proceedings of seven international workshops held as part of OTM 2004 in Agia
Napa, Cyprus in October 2004. The 73 revised papers presented together with 31
abstracts of posters from the OTM main conferences were carefully reviewed and
selected from more than 150 submissions. In accordance with the 7 workshops, the
papers are organized in topical sections on grid computing and its applications to
data analysis; Java technologies for real-time and embedded systems; modeling
inter-organizational systems; regulatory ontologies; ontologies, semantics and elearning; PhD symposium; and interoperability.

Developing Business Application
Systems
On the Speciﬁcation and Selection
of Software Components and
Services
Springer Science & Business Media Oliver Skroch argues that the reuse of
components and services counts among the few fundamental and most promising
approaches to the development of high-quality and cost-eﬀective application
software. He presents research results related to strategic, tactic, and operational
ranges of consideration in component- and service-oriented software development.

Security in RFID and Sensor
Networks
CRC Press In the past several years, there has been an increasing trend in the use of
Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) as well
as in the integration of both systems due to their complementary nature, ﬂexible
combination, and the demand for ubiquitous computing. As always, adequate
security remains one of the open areas of concern before wide deployment of RFID
and WSNs can be achieved. Security in RFID and Sensor Networks is the ﬁrst book to
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oﬀer a comprehensive discussion on the security challenges and solutions in RFID,
WSNs, and integrated RFID and WSNs, providing an essential reference for those
who regularly interface with these versatile technologies. Exposes Security Risks The
book begins with a discussion of current security issues that threaten the eﬀective
use of RFID technology. The contributors examine multi-tag systems, relay attacks,
authentication protocols, lightweight cryptography, and host of other topics related
to RFID safety. The book then shifts the focus to WSNs, beginning with a background
in sensor network security before moving on to survey intrusion detection, malicious
node detection, jamming, and other issues of concern to WSNs and their myriad of
applications. Oﬀers Viable Solutions In each chapter, the contributors propose
eﬀective solutions to the plethora of security challenges that confront users, oﬀering
practical examples to aid in intuitive understanding. The last part of the book
reviews the security problems inherent in integrated RFID & WSNs. The book ends
with a glimpse of the future possibilities in these burgeoning technologies and
provides recommendations for the proactive design of secure wireless embedded
systems.

Electronic Democracy in Europe
Prospects and Challenges of EPublics, E-Participation and E-Voting
Springer This edited book is the ﬁrst of its kind to systematically address the
intersection of e-democracy and European politics. It contributes to an improved
understanding of the role that new media technologies play in European politics and
the potential impact that Internet-based political participation processes may have
on modern-day representative democracy in Europe. A unique, holistic approach is
taken to examine e-democracy’s current state and prospects in Europe from three,
partially overlapping and interlocking perspectives: e-public, e-participation and evoting. The authors provide both theory-inspired reﬂections on e-democracy’s
contribution to the formation of the European public sphere, as well as rich empirical
analyses of contemporary e-participation phenomena such as the European Citizens’
Initiative or e-voting practices in Estonia. Based on the presented ﬁndings, the
concluding chapter combines a prospective outlook with recommendations for future
paths towards meaningful integration of e-democracy in European politics and
governance.

Feynman Lectures On Computation
CRC Press When, in 1984?86, Richard P. Feynman gave his famous course on
computation at the California Institute of Technology, he asked Tony Hey to adapt
his lecture notes into a book. Although led by Feynman, the course also featured, as
occasional guest speakers, some of the most brilliant men in science at that time,
including Marvin Minsky, Charles Bennett, and John Hopﬁeld. Although the lectures
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are now thirteen years old, most of the material is timeless and presents a
?Feynmanesque? overview of many standard and some not-so-standard topics in
computer science such as reversible logic gates and quantum computers.

Robotic Process Automation
Management, Technology,
Applications
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG This book brings together experts from research
and practice. It includes the design of innovative Robot Process Automation (RPA)
concepts, the discussion of related research ﬁelds (e.g., Artiﬁcial Intelligence, AI), the
evaluation of existing software products, and ﬁndings from real-life implementation
projects. Similar to the substitution of physical work in manufacturing (blue collar
automation), Robotic Process Automation tries to substitute intellectual work in
oﬃce and administration processes with software robots (white-collar automation).
The starting point for the development of RPA was the observation that – despite the
use of process-oriented enterprise systems (such as ERP, CRM and BPM systems) –
additional manual activities are still indispensable today. In the RPA approach, these
manual activities are learned and automated by software robots, either by deﬁning
rules or by observing manual activities. RPA is related to business process
management, machine learning, and artiﬁcial intelligence. Tools for RPA originated
from dedicated stand-alone software. Today, RPA functionalities are also integrated
into elaborated process management suites. From a conceptual perspective, RPA
can be structured into input components (sensors in the wide sense), an intelligence
center, and output components (actuators in the wide sense). From a strategic
perspective, the impact of RPA can be related to the support of existing tasks, the
complete substitution of human activities, and the innovation of processes as well as
business models. At present, high expectations are related to the use of RPA in the
improvement of software-supported business processes. Manual activities are
learned and automated by software robots that interact with existing applications via
the presentation layer. In combination with artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) as well as
innovative interfaces (e. g., voice recognition) RPA creates a novel level of
automation for oﬃce and administration processes. Its beneﬁt potential reaches a
return on investment (ROI) up-to 800% that is documented in various case studies.

Twenty Lectures on Algorithmic
Game Theory
Cambridge University Press Computer science and economics have engaged in a
lively interaction over the past ﬁfteen years, resulting in the new ﬁeld of algorithmic
game theory. Many problems that are central to modern computer science, ranging
from resource allocation in large networks to online advertising, involve interactions
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between multiple self-interested parties. Economics and game theory oﬀer a host of
useful models and deﬁnitions to reason about such problems. The ﬂow of ideas also
travels in the other direction, and concepts from computer science are increasingly
important in economics. This book grew out of the author's Stanford University
course on algorithmic game theory, and aims to give students and other newcomers
a quick and accessible introduction to many of the most important concepts in the
ﬁeld. The book also includes case studies on online advertising, wireless spectrum
auctions, kidney exchange, and network management.
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